Corruptive behaviour in politics limits economic growth, embezzles public funds, and promotes socio-economic inequality in modern democracies. We analyse well-documented political corruption scandals in Brazil over the past 27 years, focusing on the dynamical structure of networks where two individuals are connected if they were involved in the same scandal. Our research reveals that corruption runs in small groups that rarely comprise more than eight people, in networks that have hubs and a modular structure that encompasses more than one corruption scandal. We observe abrupt changes in the size of the largest connected component and in the degree distribution, which are due to the coalescence of different modules when new scandals come to light or when governments change. We show further that the dynamical structure of political corruption networks can be used for successfully predicting partners in future scandals. We discuss the important role of network science in detecting and mitigating political corruption.
INTRODUCTION
The World Bank estimates that the annual cost of corruption exceeds 5% of the global Gross Domestic Product (US $2.6 trillion), with US $1 trillion being paid in bribes around the world [1, 2] . In another estimation, the non-governmental organization Transparency
International claims that corrupt officials receive as much as US $40 billion bribes per year in developing countries [3] . The same study also reports that nearly two out of five business executives had to pay bribes when dealing with public institutions. Despite the difficulties in trying to estimate the cost of global corruption, there is a consensus that massive financial resources are lost every year to this cause, leading to devastating consequences for companies, countries, and society as a whole. In fact, corruption is considered as one of the main factors that limit economic growth [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , decrease the returns of public investments [9] , and promote socioeconomic inequality [6, 10] in modern democracies.
Corruption is a long-standing problem in human societies, and the search for a better understanding of the processes involved has attracted the attention of scientists from a wide range of disciplines. There are studies about corruption in education systems [11] , health and welfare systems [12, 13] , labour unions [14] , religions [15, 16] , judicial system [6] , police [17] , and sports [18] , to name just some among many other examples [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . These studies make clear that corruption is widely spread over different segments of our societies in countries all over the world. However, corruption is not equally distributed over the globe. According to the 2016-Corruption Perceptions Index [3] (an annual survey carried out by the agency Transparency International), countries in which corruption is more common are located in Africa, Asia, Middle East, South America, and Eastern Europe; while Nordic, North America, and Western Europe countries are usually considered "clean countries" [3] . Countries can also be hierarchically organized according to the Corruption Perceptions Index, forming a non-trivial clustering structure [24] .
From the above survey of the literature, we note that most existing studies on corruption have an economic perspective, and the corruption process itself is empirically investigated via indexes at a country scale. However, a particular corruption process typically involves a rather small number of people that interact at much finer scales, and indeed much less is known about how these relationships form and evolve over time. Notable exceptions include the work of Baker and Faulkner [26] that investigated the social organization of people involved in price-fixing conspiracies, and the work of Reeves-Latour and Morselli [27] that examines the evolution of a bid-rigging network. Such questions are best addressed in the context of network science [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] and complex systems science [35] -two theoretical frameworks that are continuously proving very useful to study various social and economic phenomena and human behaviour [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] .
The shortage of studies aimed at understanding the finer details of corruption processes is in considerable part due to the difficulties in finding reliable and representative data about people that are involved [44] . On the one hand, this is certainly because those that are involved do their best to remain undetected, but also because information that does leak into the public is often spread over different media outlets offering conflicting points of view.
In short, lack of information and misinformation [45] both act to prevent in-depth research.
To overcome these challenges, we present here a unique dataset that allows unprecedented insights into political corruption scandals in Brazil that occurred from 1987 to 2014. The dataset provides details of corruption activities of 404 people that were in this time span involved in 65 important and well-documented scandals. In order to provide some perspective, it is worth mentioning that Brazil has been ranked 79th in the Corruption Perceptions Index [3], which surveyed 176 countries in its 2016 edition. This places Brazil alongside African countries such as Ghana (70th) and Suriname (64th), and way behind its neighbouring countries such as Uruguay (21th) and Chile (24th). Recently, Brazil has made news headlines across the world for its latest corruption scandal named "Operação Lava Jato" (English: "Operation Car Wash"). The Federal Public Ministry estimates that this scandal alone involves more than US $12 billion, with more than US $2 billion associated just with bribes.
In what follows, we apply time series analysis and network science methods to reveal the dynamical organization of political corruption networks, which in turn reveals fascinating details about individual involvement in particular scandals, and it allows us to predict future corruption partners with useful accuracy. Our results show that the number of people involved in corruption cases is exponentially distributed, and that the time series of the yearly number of people involved in corruption has a correlation function that oscillates with a fouryear period. This indicates a strong relationship with the changes in political power due to the four-year election cycle. We create an evolving network representation of people involved in corruption scandals by linking together those that appear in the same political scandal in a given year. We observe exponential degree distributions with plateaus that follow abrupt variations in years associated with important changes in the political powers governing Brazil. By maximizing the modularity of the latest stage of the corruption network, we find statistically significant modular structures that do not coincide with corruption cases but usually merge more than one case. We further classify the nodes according to their withinand between-module connectivity, unveiling different roles that individuals play within the network. We also study how the giant component of the corruption network evolves over time, where we observe abrupt growths in years that are associated with a coalescencelike process between different political scandals. Lastly, we apply several algorithms for predicting missing links in corruption networks. By using a snapshot of the network in a given year, we test the ability of these algorithms to predict missing links that appear in future iterations of the corruption network. Obtained results show that some of these algorithms have a significant predictive power, in that they can correctly predict missing links between individuals in the corruption network. This information could be used effectively in prosecution and mitigation of future corruption scandals.
METHODS

Data Collection
The dataset used in this study was compiled from publicly accessible web pages of the most popular Brazilian news magazines and daily newspapers. We have used as base the list of corruption cases provided in the Wikipedia article List of political corruption scandals in Brazil [46] , but since information about all the listed scandals was not available, we have focused on 65 scandals that were well-documented in the Brazilian media, and for which we could find reliable and complete sources of information regarding the people involved. We have also avoided very recent corruption cases for which the legal status is yet undetermined.
We have obtained most information from the weekly news magazine Veja [47] and the daily newspapers Folha de São Paulo [48] and O Estado de São Paulo [49] , which are amongst the most influential in Brazil. More than 300 news articles were consulted and most links to the sources were obtained from the aforementioned Wikipedia article. After manual processing, we have obtained a dataset that contains the names of 404 people that participated in at least one of the 65 corruption scandals, as well as the year each scandal was discovered. We make this dataset available as electronic supplementary material (File S1), but because of legal concerns all names have been anonymized. Figure 1A shows a barplot of the number of people involved in each scandal in chronological order.
Legal Considerations
As with all data concerning illegal activities, ours too has some considerations that deserve mentioning. We have of course done our best to curate the data, to double check facts from all the sources that were available to us, and to adhere to the highest standards of scientific exploration. Despite our best efforts to make the dataset used in this study reliable and bias-free, we note that just having the name cited in a corruption scandal does not guarantee that this particular person was found officially guilty by the Brazilian Justice Department.
Judicial proceedings in large political corruption scandals can take years or even decades, and many never reach a final verdict. From the other perspective, it is likely that some people that have been involved in a scandal have successfully avoided detection. Accordingly, we can never be sure that all individuals that have been involved in a corruption scandal have been identified during investigations, and in this sense our data may be incomplete.
Unfortunately, the compilation of large-scale data on corruption will always be burdened with such limitations. But since our results are related to general patterns of corruption processes that should prove to be universal beyond the particularities of our dataset, we argue that these considerations have at most a negligible impact.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Growth Dynamics of the Number of People Involved
We start by noticing that the number of people involved in corruption cases does not seem to vary widely (Fig. 1A) . Having more than ten people in the same corruption scandal is relatively rare (about 17% of the cases) in our dataset. We investigate the probability distribution of the number of people involved in each scandal, finding out that it can be well described by an exponential distribution with a characteristic number of involved around eight people (Fig. 1B) . A more rigorous analysis with the Cramér-von Mises test confirms that the exponential hypothesis cannot be rejected from our data (p-value = 0.05). This exponential distribution confirms that people usually act in small groups when involved in corruption processes, suggesting that large-scale corruption processes are not easy to manage and that people try to maximize the concealment of their crimes.
Another interesting question is related to how the number of people involved in these scandals has evolved over the years. In Fig. 1C we show the aggregated number of people involved in corruption cases by year. Despite the fluctuations, we observe a slightly increasing tendency in this number, which can be quantified through linear regression. By fitting a linear model, we find a small but statistically significant increasing trend of 1.2 ± 0.4 people per year (p-value = 0.0049). We also ask if this time series has some degree of memory by estimating its autocorrelation function. Results of Fig. 1D show that the correlation function decays fast with the lag-time, and no significant correlation is observed for time series elements spaced by two years. However, we further note a harmonic-like behaviour in which the correlation appears to oscillate while decaying. In spite of the small length of this time series, we observe two local maxima in the correlation function that are outside the 95% confidence region for a completely random process: the first between 3 and 4 years and another between 8 and 9 years. This result indicates that the yearly time series of people involved in scandals has a periodic component with an approximated four-year period, matching the period in which the Brazilian elections take place. Again, this behaviour should be considered much more carefully due to the small length of the time series. Also, this coincidence does not prove any causal relationship between elections and corruption processes, but it is easy to speculate about this parallelism. Several corruption scandals are associated with politicians having exercised improper influence in exchange for undue economic advantages, which are often employed for supporting political parties or political campaigns. Thus, an increase in corrupt activities during election campaigns may be one of the reasons underlying this coincidence.
Network Representation of Corruption Scandals
In order to study how people involved in these scandals are related, we have built a complex network where nodes are people listed in scandals, and the ties indicate that two people were involved in the same corruption scandal. This is a time-varying network, in the sense that it grows every year with the discovery of new corruption cases. However, we first address static properties of this network by considering all corruption scandals together, that is, the latest available stage of the time-varying network. Figure 2A [28] . However, this value is greater than the one obtained for a random network (2.146 ± 0.002), suggesting that in spite of nodes being relatively close to each other, corruption agents have tried to increase their distance as this network has grown up. This result somehow agrees with the so-called "theory of secret societies", in which the evolution of illegal networks is assumed to maximize concealment [26] . Another interesting property of this network is its homophily (or assortatively), which can be measured by the assortativity coefficient [50] equal to 0.60 for the whole network and 0.53 for the giant component. These values indicate a strong tendency for nodes to connect with nodes of similar degree, a common feature of most social networks [50] and that here could be related to the growth process of this network. When a new scandal is discovered, all new people are connected to each other and added to the network (so they will start with the same degree). This group of people is then connected to people already present in the network which were also involved in the same scandal. The homophily property suggests that new scandals may act as "bridges" between two or more "important agents", contributing for making their degrees similar.
Similar to other social networks, this corruption network may also have a modular structure. To investigate this possibility, we have employed the network cartography approach [51, 52] for extracting statistically significant modules through the maximization of network's modularity [53] via simulated annealing [54] , and also for classifying nodes according to their within-(Z, in standard score units) and between-module connectivity (or participation coefficient P ). This approach yields 27 modules, and 13 of them are just the non-main connected components, and the remaining 14 are within the giant component.
The significance of such modules was tested by comparing the network modularity M (the fraction of within-module edges minus the fraction expected by random connections [51-53]) with the average modularity M rand of randomized versions of the original network, leading to M = 0.74 and M rand = 0.201 ± 0.002. We note that the number of modules is roughly half of the number of corruption cases (65 scandals), indicating that there are very similar scandals (regarding their components) and suggesting that such cases could be considered as the same scandal.
Network cartography [51, 52] also provides a classification of the role of nodes based on their location in the Z-P plane, as shown in Fig. 2B . According to this classification, nodes are first categorized into "hubs" (Z ≥ 2.5) and "non-hubs" (Z < 2.5) based on their within-module degree Z. Our network has only 7 hubs and all remaining 397 nodes are categorized as non-hubs. Nodes that are hubs can be sub-categorized into provincial (R5 nodes have most links within their modules, P < 0.3), connector (R6 nodes have about half links within their modules, 0.3 ≤ P < 0.75), and kinless hubs (R7 nodes have fewer than half links within their modules P ≥ 0.75). The corruption network displays five R5 and three R6 nodes; there are also two nodes very close to the boundaries R1-R5 and R2-R6.
Qualitatively, R5 people are not so well-connected to other modules when compared with R6 people. Non-hubs can be classified into four sub-categories: ultra-peripheral (R1 nodes have practically all connections within their modules, P < 0.05), peripheral (R2 nodes have most connections within their modules, 0.05 ≤ P < 0.62), non-hub connectors (R3 nodes have about half links within their modules, 0.62 ≤ P < 0.8), and non-hub kinless nodes (R4 nodes have fewer than 35% of links within their modules, P ≥ 0.8). In our case, the vast majority of people are classified as R1 (198 nodes) and R2 (196 nodes), and only three nodes are classified as R3 (with two nodes very close to the boundary R2-R3, Fig. 2B ). This split is a common feature of biological and technological networks but not of artificial networks such as the Erdös-Rényi and Barabási-Albert graphs, which generates a much higher fraction of R3 and R4 (and R7 in the Barabási-Albert model). Thus, when a node is not a hub, most connections are within its module, making R3 nodes very rare in empirical networks.
Evolution of the Corruption Network
Having settled up the basic properties of the latest stage of the time-varying corruption network, we now address some of its dynamical aspects. We start by investigating the time dependence of the degree distribution. Figure 3A criminal networks such as in drug trafficking networks [55] and terrorist networks [56] .
Under the exponential hypothesis, an interesting question is whether the characteristic degree exhibits any evolving trend. Figure 3C shows the characteristic degree for each year, where we note that its evolution is characterized by the existence of plateaus followed by abrupt changes, producing a staircase-like behaviour that is typically observed in out-ofequilibrium systems [57] . Naturally, these abrupt changes are caused by the growth process 
Predicting Missing Links in Corruption Networks
From a practical perspective, the network representation of corruption cases can be used for predicting possible missing links between individuals. Over the past years, several methods have been proposed for accomplishing this task in complex networks [58] . In general terms, these methods are based on evaluating similarity measures between nodes, and missing links are suggested when two unconnected nodes have a high degree of similarity. One of the simplest methods of this kind is based on the number of common neighbours, where it is assumed that nodes sharing a large number of neighbours are likely to be connected.
There are also methods based on the existence of short paths between nodes. For example, the SimRank method [59] measures how soon two random walkers are expected to meet at the same node when starting at two other nodes. Another important approach is the hierarchical random graph [60] (HRV) method, which is based on the existence of hierarchical structures within the network. Here we have tested 11 of these approaches in terms of their accuracy in predicting missing links in the corruption network. To do so, we apply each of the 11 methods to a given year of the network for obtaining possible missing links. Because of that, the accuracy of methods is likely to be underestimated. In spite of that, all approaches display a high fraction of false positives, that is, nearly 3/4 of top-10 predicted links do not appear on the network.
CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the dynamical structure of political corruption networks over a time span of 27 years, using as the basis 65 important and well-documented corruption cases in Brazil that together involved 404 individuals. This unique dataset allowed us to obtain fascinating details about individual involvement in particular scandals, and to analyse key aspects of corruption organization and evolution over the years.
Not surprisingly, we have observed that people engaged in corruption scandals usually act in small groups, probably because large-scale corruption is neither easy to manage nor easy to run clandestine. We have also observed that the time series of the yearly number of people involved in corruption cases has a periodic component with a four-year period that corresponds well with the four-year election cycle in Brazil. This of course leads to suspect that general elections not only reshuffle the political elite, but also introduce new people to power that may soon exploit it in unfair ways.
Moreover, we have shown that the modular structure of the corruption network is indicative of tight links between different scandals, to the point where some could be merged together and considered as one due to their participants having very intricate relationships with one another. By employing the network cartography approach, we have also identified different roles individuals played over the years, and we were able to identify those that are arguably the central nodes of the network. By studying the evolution of the corruption network, we have shown that the characteristic exponential degree distribution exhibits two abrupt variations in years that are associated with key changes in the political power governing Brazil. We further observed that the growth of the corruption network is characterized by abrupt changes in the size of the largest connected component, which is due to the coalescence of different network modules.
Lastly, we have shown that algorithms for predicting missing links can successfully forecast future links between individuals in the corruption network. Our results thus not only fundamentally improve our understanding of the dynamical structure of political corruption networks, but also allow predicting partners in future corruption scandals. Predicting missing links between people in the corruption network may be useful for investigating and mitigating political corruption. We tested the predictive power of eleven methods for predicting missing links in the corruption networks. These methods are based on local similarity measures [58] (degree product, association strength, cosine, Jaccard, resource allocation, AdamicAdar, and common neighbours), global (path-and random walk-based) similarity measures (rooted PageRank and SimRank), and on the hierarchical structure of networks [60] (hierarchical random graph -HRV). To access the accuracy of these methods, we applied each algorithm to snapshots of the corruption network in a given year (excluding 2014), ranked the top-10 predictions, and verified whether these predictions appear in future snapshots of the network. The bar plot shows the fraction of correct predictions for each method. We also included the predictions of a random model where missing links are predicted by chance (error bars are 95% bootstrap confidence intervals).
